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Women 60 Meter Dash
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   125 Princess Joy Griff     Gators                    7.65  
  2   100 Liza Whitehead         Coq. Cheetahs             7.70  
  3    99 Billie Whitegibson     Coq. Cheetahs             7.71  
  4    11 Candace Missouri       Camas Xpress              7.83  
  5   513 Whitney Wellington     Unattached                7.86  
  6   494 madeleine miller       Unattached                8.48  
Section  2  
  1   871 Heidi Dimmitt          W. Washington             8.09  
  2   153 Bianca Mathabane       Lincoln TC                8.09  
  3   507 Madison Smith          Unattached                8.47  
  4   484 April Holmes           Unattached                8.51  
  5   223 Sarah Peoples          Northwest U.              8.51  
  6   413 Jenny Van Houdt        Stayton Road Run          9.15  
Section  3  
  1   327 Whitney Owens          San Francisco St          8.09  
  2   875 Whitney Knox           W. Washington             8.10  
  3   352 Anna Soule             Seattle Pacific           8.13  
  4   511 Christina Tupper       Unattached                8.22  
  5   630 Lauren Welch           British Columbia          8.23  
  6   256 Claire Donner          Pac. Athletics            8.62  
Section  4  
  1   508 Samantha Smith         Unattached                8.16  
  2   301 Chelsi Claussen        St. Martin's              8.22  
  3   341 Jean Kolb              Seattle Pacific           8.37  
  4   323 Melissa King           San Francisco St          8.38  
  5   665 Jessica Trujillo       Hawaii                    9.07  
  6   411 Caitlin Loftus         Stayton Road Run          9.42  
Section  5  
  1   831 Sarajane Rosenberg     Western Oregon            8.22  
  2    62 Hanna Nash             Clackamas CC              8.56  
  3   319 Antonia Diamond        San Francisco St          8.57  
  4   709 Tiffany Campbell       Portland                  8.60  
  5   728 Krista Roumeliotis     Portland                  8.82  
  6   133 Julia Salvodelli       Kajaks T&F                8.91  
Section  6  
  1   321 Tatiana Harris         San Francisco St          8.27  
  2    33 Ashley Rountree        Central Wash              8.40  
  3   277 Jeva Morton            Pacific Lutheran          8.45  
  4    30 Kara Nygard            Central Wash              8.50  
  5   726 Mary Persons           Portland                  8.85  
  6   370 Katherine Archamba     Seattle U.                8.87  
Section  7  
  1   476 Dawnell Franklin       Unattached                8.26  
  2   276 Christina McDuffie     Pacific Lutheran          8.28  
  3   481 Erica Hayes            Unattached                8.29  
  4    24 Britany Hood           Central Wash              8.50  
  5   345 Kelsey McBride         Seattle Pacific           8.57  
  6   668 Samantha Weaver        Hawaii                    8.85  
Section  8  
  1   656 Patricia Gauthier      Hawaii                    8.10  
  2   653 Thalia Amanakis        Hawaii                    8.33  
  3   661 Kendra Monroe          Hawaii                    8.39  
  4   658 Tiara Krismunando      Hawaii                    8.82  
 
Women 200 Meter Dash
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   681 Loni Perkins           Montana                  25.52  
  2   513 Whitney Wellington     Unattached               25.87  
  3   684 Tara Schwager          Montana                  26.03  
  4    27 Terran Legard          Central Wash             27.12  
  5   489 Amirah karim           Unattached               27.89  
Section  2  
  1   100 Liza Whitehead         Coq. Cheetahs            25.41  
  2   623 Cloe Hewitt            British Columbia         26.23  
  3    99 Billie Whitegibson     Coq. Cheetahs            26.37  
  4   630 Lauren Welch           British Columbia         26.41  
  5   831 Sarajane Rosenberg     Western Oregon           27.39  
Section  3  
  1   301 Chelsi Claussen        St. Martin's             26.61  
  2   622 Janessa Chin Aleon     British Columbia         26.96  
  3   510 Tiffany Tibbot         Unattached               27.00  
  4   511 Christina Tupper       Unattached               27.12  
  5    34 Staci Schrader         Central Wash             27.79  
Section  4  
  1   352 Anna Soule             Seattle Pacific          26.53  
  2   822 Keyanna Jenkins        Western Oregon           26.77  
  3   209 Kaitlin St. John       Mountain View HS         27.23  
  4   132 Adelle Johns           Kajaks T&F               27.30  
  5   823 Bridget Johnson        Western Oregon           27.63  
Section  5  
  1    84 Brittany Grizzard      Concordia (Or)           26.47  
  2   478 Janet Gratton          Unattached               26.71  
  3   781 kendra Peters          Valley Royals PS         26.87  
  4    30 Kara Nygard            Central Wash             27.09  
Section  6  
  1   479 bianca greene          Unattached               26.10  
  2   663 Candace Rosenthal      Hawaii                   26.38  
  3    97 Christine Lowe         Coq. Cheetahs            27.00  
  4   481 Erica Hayes            Unattached               27.01  
  5   885 Amanda Thornton        W. Washington            27.60  
Section  7  
  1   875 Whitney Knox           W. Washington            27.05  
  2   627 Jessica Olfert         British Columbia         27.25  
  3   274 Amy LeBrun             Pacific Lutheran         27.49  
  4   130 Nancy Loo              Kajaks                   28.22  
  5   679 Megan McKinney         Montana                  28.31  
Section  8  
  1   327 Whitney Owens          San Francisco St         26.56  
  2   294 Christina Middlebu     Portland TC              26.83  
  3   441 Frederique Paraiso     U-British Columb         27.54  
  4   341 Jean Kolb              Seattle Pacific          27.75  
  5   883 Danielle Seibert       W. Washington            29.40  
Section  9  
  1   830 Jacque Postlewaite     Western Oregon           27.11  
  2   653 Thalia Amanakis        Hawaii                   27.20  
  3    24 Britany Hood           Central Wash             27.83  
  4   661 Kendra Monroe          Hawaii                   28.18  
  5   468 Melissa Conlin         Unattached               28.22  
 
Women 400 Meter Dash
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   261 Aimee Teteris          Pac. Athletics           54.20  
  2    27 Terran Legard          Central Wash             59.53  
  3    23 Amanda Gius            Central Wash           1:00.68  
  4   629 Alena Stewart          British Columbia       1:00.77  
  5   823 Bridget Johnson        Western Oregon         1:01.62  
Section  2  
  1   672 Mara Bronson           Montana                  59.07  
  2    25 Rachael Kaercher       Central Wash             59.18  
  3   639 Renee Kaylor           U. Calgary               59.32  
  4   683 Stephanie Radke        Montana                  59.70  
  5   479 bianca greene          Unattached             1:01.16  
Section  3  
  1    84 Brittany Grizzard      Concordia (Or)           58.94  
  2   301 Chelsi Claussen        St. Martin's             59.81  
  3   206 Amanda Baker           Mountain View HS       1:03.94  
  4   883 Danielle Seibert       W. Washington          1:05.36  
Section  4  
  1   660 Ashely Monfort         Hawaii                   59.37  
  2   352 Anna Soule             Seattle Pacific        1:00.02  
  3   710 Erin Crotty            Portland               1:00.23  
  4   514 Chelsey York           Unattached             1:01.92  
  5   727 Trista Pulley          Portland               1:02.53  
Section  5  
  1   871 Heidi Dimmitt          W. Washington            59.66  
  2    21 Chelsea Evans          Central Wash           1:00.20  
  3   875 Whitney Knox           W. Washington          1:00.89  
  4   221 Katie Campbell         Northwest U.           1:02.06  
  5   300 Lakita Burr            St. Martin's           1:02.53  
Section  6  
  1   832 Jennie Rummell         Western Oregon         1:01.54  
  2   666 McKenzie Wallace       Hawaii                 1:02.63  
  3   876 Jackie McCall          W. Washington          1:03.07  
  4   719 Kara Jackson           Portland               1:04.11  
  5   496 Alex Mynatt            Unattached             1:06.34  
Section  7  
  1   815 Helen Crofts           West Vancouver T       1:02.57  
  2   885 Amanda Thornton        W. Washington          1:02.79  
  3    98 Jessica Richards       Coq. Cheetahs          1:05.30  
  4   278 Kristi Riedel          Pacific Lutheran       1:05.32  
  5   482 zena hemmen            Unattached             1:05.97  
Section  8  
  1   825 Natalie Nash           Western Oregon         1:02.30  
  2   151 Nikki Friedman         Lincoln TC             1:02.65  
  3   752 Caitlin Holland        Puget Sound            1:03.05  
  4   460 emily alfred           Unattached             1:04.98  
Section  9  
  1   512 Felicia Tyson          Unattached             1:01.87  
  2    37 Brittany Taylor        Central Wash           1:02.81  
  3   421 Chandler Dennison      Team Alaska TC         1:12.39  
 
Women 1 Mile Run
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   796 Sheryl Page            Vixmix Track Clu       5:03.41  
  2   251 Holly Thomson          Oregon State           5:06.48  
  3   237 Lauren Denfeld         Oregon State           5:07.27  
  4   247 Jean-Marie Peterso     Oregon State           5:09.16  
  5   677 Shannon Johnson        Montana                5:10.80  
  6   730 Chelsea Tuck           Portland               5:14.14  
  7   769 Maggie MacCormick      U. of Victoria         5:16.24  
  8   242 Noelle Harer           Oregon State           5:16.93  
  9   678 Celia Maclean          Montana                5:17.66  
 10   715 Stephene Gaitan        Portland               5:18.64  
 11   724 Adrienne Nova          Portland               5:19.62  
 12   152 Marsha Lampi           Lincoln TC             5:19.87  
 13   712 Jackie Dargitz         Portland               5:20.50  
 14   110 Ashlee Sincraugh       Federal Way TC         5:22.09  
 15   718 Stacy Holtmann         Portland               5:24.56  
 16   422 Shoshana Keegan        Team Alaska TC         5:25.28  
 17   477 Tess Grannemann        Unattached             5:28.32  
 18   882 Katrina Schwerdtfe     W. Washington          5:36.81  
Section  2  
  1   333 Kim Beamon             Seattle Pacific        5:20.83  
  2   303 Ann McCanick           St. Martin's           5:26.69  
  3   243 Melissa Horton         Oregon State           5:31.02  
  4   655 Sharlene Carillo       Hawaii                 5:31.51  
  5   490 Bianca Martin          Unattached             5:32.24  
  6   339 Corina James           Seattle Pacific        5:32.27  
  7   235 Elise Aschwanden       Oregon State           5:33.20  
  8   751 Brittany Hodgson       Puget Sound            5:34.31  
  9   716 Claire Giuliano        Portland               5:34.45  
 10   749 Maddy Bassett          Puget Sound            5:35.73  
 11   218 Joscelyn Minton        NW Christian           5:36.10  
 12  1000 Meagan Schmitt         Redwood HS             5:38.63  
 13   171 Megan Everetts         McKay High Schoo       5:38.88  
 14   748 Sarah Armstrong        Puget Sound            5:39.36  
 15    60 Luda Lukashova         Clackamas CC           5:42.49  
 16   423 Kendra Kennedy         Team Alaska TC         5:47.45  
 17   464 Kathryn Boddy          Unattached             5:49.84  
 18    61 Lyndsey McKillip       Clackamas CC           5:52.06  
 19    10 Caitlin Litsey         Camas Xpress           5:52.43  
 20   503 elizabeth Russell      Unattached             5:59.89  
 21   129 Alyssa London          Inglemoor TC           6:01.65  
 
Women 800 Meter Run
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   722 Kelsey Metcalfe        Portland               2:13.08  
  2   293 Amanda Kamm            Portland State         2:13.62  
  3   640 Shannon Popowich       U. Calgary             2:13.93  
  4   260 Sarah Proctor          Pac. Athletics         2:16.91  
  5   495 Cori Moore             Unattached             2:17.20  
  6   353 Suzie Strickler        Seattle Pacific        2:18.75  
  7   688 Nicole Walker          Montana                2:18.80  
  8   257 Justine Johnson        Pac. Athletics         2:18.84  
  9    80 Sarah Leonard          Club Northwest         2:20.44  
 10   304 Jessica Pendon         St. Martin's           2:22.39  
 11   715 Stephene Gaitan        Portland               2:24.37  
Section  2  
  1   225 Renee Wageman          Northwest U.           2:15.98  
  2    29 Lindy Mullen           Central Wash           2:19.24  
  3   730 Chelsea Tuck           Portland               2:21.06  
  4   344 Jennifer Marsh         Seattle Pacific        2:21.36  
  5   349 Victoria Perkins       Seattle Pacific        2:21.67  
  6   241 Julie Garcia           Oregon State           2:22.02  
  7   160 Kate Franklin          Linfield College       2:22.34  
  8   452 Sarah Meyer            U-Northwest U.         2:22.89  
  9   342 Josie Lavin            Seattle Pacific        2:23.87  
 10   250 Tara Stirewalt         Oregon State           2:26.43  
 11   712 Jackie Dargitz         Portland               2:28.00  
Section  3  
  1   767 Alysha Hague           U. of Victoria         2:22.49  
  2   821 Sarah Howell           Western Oregon         2:23.39  
  3   471 Jessica Cranell        Unattached             2:23.67  
  4   820 Jessica Harper         Western Oregon         2:25.02  
  5   220 Alisha Baldwin         Northwest U.           2:25.48  
  6   724 Adrienne Nova          Portland               2:25.67  
  7   468 Melissa Conlin         Unattached             2:27.10  
  8   473 Arianna Edwards        Unattached             2:28.57  
  9   828 Jen Peterson           Western Oregon         2:29.99  
 10   255 Tamara Depaoli         Pac. Athletics         2:37.38  
Section  4  
  1    18 Sarah Benson           Central Wash           2:24.32  
  2   670 Michel Wilson          Hawaii                 2:24.87  
  3   834 Stephanie Upshaw       Western Oregon         2:26.68  
  4   462 Jeanie Bezdan          Unattached             2:28.52  
  5   170 Janelle Everetts       McKay High Schoo       2:29.72  
  6   750 Devyn Davis            Puget Sound            2:33.42  
  7   404 Britney Redmond        Sotg                   2:34.90  
  8   172 Steffani White         McKay High Schoo       2:38.29  
  9   371 Rhiannon Cadelinia     Seattle U.             2:38.62  
 10   375 Brittany Harmon        Seattle U.             2:40.26  
 11   379 Natalie Martinez       Seattle U.             2:43.55  
 
Women 3000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   644 Liza Pasciuto          Colorado               9:18.53  
  2   253 Ashley Younce          Oregon State          10:04.24  
  3   248 Kaitlin Poggi          Oregon State          10:08.23  
  4   711 Amie Dahnke            Portland              10:13.17  
  5   659 Chantelle Laan         Hawaii                10:15.05  
  6   239 Ashley Francis         Oregon State          10:22.03  
  7   236 Nicole Crawford        Oregon State          10:25.23  
  8   729 Janel Sislow           Portland              10:26.46  
  9   161 Joanna Murphy          Linfield College      10:29.61  
 10   219 Kjerstein Bailey       Northwest U.          10:31.64  
 11   687 Kim Tritz              Montana               10:32.25  
 12   878 Ashley McDougall       Unattached            10:54.62  
 13   714 Danielle Friend        Portland              10:55.88  
 14   463 Rachel Bleakney-Ba     Unattached            10:57.64  
 15   720 Lih Kuhlman            Portland              11:00.43  
 16   754 Emily Timmer           Puget Sound           11:02.44  
 17   350 Kaitlin Rohde          Seattle Pacific       11:04.58  
 18   870 Erin Deasy             W. Washington         11:11.91  
 19   491 Amy McCaslin           Unattached            11:27.31  
Section  2  
  1   347 Mary Moriarty          Seattle Pacific       10:17.69  
  2   346 Brandi McCoy           Seattle Pacific       10:40.09  
  3   673 Kaci Calaway           Montana               10:41.84  
  4   374 Katie Hansen           Seattle U.            10:42.17  
  5   373 Molly Follen           Seattle U.            10:55.42  
  6   475 Kayla Evans            Unattached            10:57.80  
  7   827 Rachel Peters          Western Oregon        10:59.82  
  8   240 Jaime Fuller           Oregon State          11:01.05  
  9   377 Lydia Lauer            Seattle U.            11:04.15  
 10   369 Charisse Arce          Seattle U.            11:05.89  
 11   305 Janelle Probst         St. Martin's          11:05.95  
 12   249 Chelsea Pullen         Oregon State          11:06.44  
 13   254 Lorene Young           Oregon State          11:10.57  
 14   246 Jenny O'Connor         Oregon State          11:14.56  
 15   826 Kim Parry              Western Oregon        11:17.30  
 16   340 Nikki Jenson           Seattle Pacific       11:19.49  
 17   864 Jolene Boogaard        W. Washington         11:20.41  
 18   732 Piper Woodruff         Portland              11:21.01  
 19   731 Ariel Woodruff         Portland              11:21.81  
 20   620 Taylor Shipman         Unattached Clan       11:37.32  
 21   371 Rhiannon Cadelinia     Seattle U.            11:37.75  
 22   877 Catherine McDonald     W. Washington         11:43.21  
 23   379 Natalie Martinez       Seattle U.            11:47.18  
 24   298 Nicole Beatty          St. Martin's          11:50.44  
 25   500 Emily Painter          Unattached            12:08.26  
 26   721 Grete Lenz             Portland              12:55.05  
 
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   627 Jessica Olfert         British Columbia          9.10  
  2   682 Halladay Quist         Montana                   9.29  
  3   808 Erin Kinney            Warner Pacific            9.70  
  4   674 Bailey Cox             Montana                   9.75  
  5   836 Sharelle Wells         Western Oregon           10.00  
Section  2  
  1   153 Bianca Mathabane       Lincoln TC                9.00  
  2   511 Christina Tupper       Unattached                9.13  
  3   486 Angela Jensen          Unattached                9.15  
  4   663 Candace Rosenthal      Hawaii                    9.25  
  5    33 Ashley Rountree        Central Wash              9.38  
Section  3  
  1   259 Katherine Murphy       Pac. Athletics            8.94  
  2   623 Cloe Hewitt            British Columbia          9.48  
  3   343 Rosalyn Leitch         Seattle Pacific          10.06  
  4   210 Janelle Urioste        Mountain View HS         11.27  
Section  4  
  1   335 Linda Blake            Seattle Pacific           9.39  
  2   442 Morgan Twitchell       U-British Columb          9.42  
  3   336 Kelsey Cooley          Seattle Pacific           9.48  
  4   830 Jacque Postlewaite     Western Oregon            9.76  
  5   679 Megan McKinney         Montana                   9.91  
Section  5  
  1   818 Nini Callan            Western Oregon            9.49  
  2   709 Tiffany Campbell       Portland                  9.66  
  3   879 Christy Miller         W. Washington             9.94  
  4   871 Heidi Dimmitt          W. Washington            10.13  
  5   807 Breanna Hargrave       Warner Pacific           10.76  
Section  6  
  1   876 Jackie McCall          W. Washington             9.98  
  2   440 Jenna Nestman          U-British Columb         10.02  
  3   816 Sarah Barker           Western Oregon           10.21  
  4    12 Kayla Wilkins          Camas Xpress             10.58  
Section  7  
  1   326 Najma Nuriddin         San Francisco St          9.53  
  2   324 Trista Marquez         San Francisco St          9.68  
  3   329 Christi Sodano         San Francisco St          9.97  
  4   318 Laura Covarrubias      San Francisco St         10.42  
 
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
=======================================================================
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1 Central Washington University  'A'                  4:00.09  
     1) 21 Chelsea Evans                2) 25 Rachael Kaercher            
     3) 27 Terran Legard                4) 30 Kara Nygard                 
  2 San Francisco State University  'A'                 4:02.21  
     1) 320 Kavina Hall                 2) 327 Whitney Owens              
     3) 326 Najma Nuriddin              4) 318 Laura Covarrubias          
  3 University of Portland  'A'                         4:14.62  
     1) 717 Kristen Glanville           2) 719 Kara Jackson               
     3) 728 Krista Roumeliotis          4) 727 Trista Pulley              
  4 Pacific Lutheran University  'A'                    4:21.16  
     1) 270 Faven Araya                 2) 280 Hannah Schultz             
     3) 278 Kristi Riedel               4) 271 Callie Gunderson           
Section  2  
  1 University of Hawaii  'B'                           4:08.84  
  2 Seattle Pacific University  'A'                     4:10.30  
  3 Saint Martin's University  'A'                      4:20.57  
     1) 306 CoCo Rogers                 2) 307 Danika Washington          
     3) 299 Katelynn Blume              4) 302 Jessie Dunnam              
  4 Mountain View HS  'A'                               4:26.34  
     1) 206 Amanda Baker                2) 207 Kristin Cowart             
     3) 209 Kaitlin St. John            4) 210 Janelle Urioste            
  5 McKay High School  'A'                              4:30.84  
     1) 170 Janelle Everetts            2) 171 Megan Everetts             




    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
Flight  1  
  1   664 Emily Sheppard         Hawaii                   1.70m    5-07.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.73 
      PPP  PPP    O    O   XO   XO  XXO  XXX 
  2   657 Mallory Gilbert        Hawaii                   1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  2   348 Teona Perkins          Seattle Pacific          1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 
      PPP  PPP    O    O    O   XO  XXX 
  4   334 Sharon Bjella          Seattle Pacific          1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  4   807 Breanna Hargrave       Warner Pacific           1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 
      PPP  PPP   XO    O  XXO  XXX 
  6   505 Tina Shoemake          Unattached               1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
      PPP    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  6   450 Lindsey Crawford       U-Montana                1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  6   396 Kasey Orr              South Albany Hig         1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
        O    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  6   624 Katie Hewitt           British Columbia         1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
        O    O   XO   XO  XXX 
  6   808 Erin Kinney            Warner Pacific           1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  6   708 Corrine Anderson       Portland                 1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
      PPP    O    O   XO  XXX 
  6   486 Angela Jensen          Unattached               1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
      PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX 
 13   335 Linda Blake            Seattle Pacific          1.50m    4-11.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 
      PPP  XXO   XO  XXX 
 13   782 Jordan Schmidt         Valley Royals PS         1.50m    4-11.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 
      PPP   XO  XXO  XXX 
 13   126 Amanda Stewart         Gators                   1.50m    4-11.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 
        O   XO  XXO  XXX 
 13   874 Jenni Josephson        W. Washington            1.50m    4-11.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 
        O    O    O  XXX 
 13   868 Clara Cook             W. Washington            1.50m    4-11.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 
      PPP    O   XO  XXX 
 13   869 Lindsey Cox            W. Washington            1.50m    4-11.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 
      PPP  XXO   XO  XXX 
 19   459 Brittany Aanstad       Unattached               1.45m    4-09.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 
        O   XO  XXX 
 19   498 Ashley Oakes           Unattached               1.45m    4-09.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 
       XO    O  XXX 
 19    59 Meaghan Durand         Clackamas CC             1.45m    4-09.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 
        O  XXO  XXX 
 19   132 Adelle Johns           Kajaks T&F               1.45m    4-09.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 
        O   XO  XXX 
 19   328 Kristen Para           San Francisco St         1.45m    4-09.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 
        O    O  XXX 
 19   330 Christina White        San Francisco St         1.45m    4-09.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 
        O   XO  XXX 
 19    22 Amy Farquhar           Central Wash             1.45m    4-09.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 
        O   XO  XXX 
 26    35 Anjuli Spear           Central Wash             1.40m    4-07.00 
     1.40 1.45 
        O  XXX 
 26   483 McKenna Hering         Unattached               1.40m    4-07.00 
     1.40 1.45 1.50 
       XO    X   XX 
 --   816 Sarah Barker           Western Oregon              NH            
1.4




    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   944 Kate Soma              Unattached               4.11m   13-05.75 
  2   881 Andrea Roberts         W. Washington            3.69m   12-01.25 
  3   942 Kelley DiVesta         Unattached               3.66m   12-00.00 
  4   474 Sandy Erickson         Unattached               3.51m   11-06.25 
  4   943 Kate Carlson           Unattached               3.51m   11-06.25 
  6    17 Haley Amos             Central Wash             3.50m   11-05.75 
  7   686 Ashley Taylor          Montana                  3.35m   10-11.75 
  7   680 Kari Mowbray           Montana                  3.35m   10-11.75 
  7   873 Kirsten Holt           W. Washington            3.35m   10-11.75 
  7   689 Anya Wechsler          Montana                  3.35m   10-11.75 
 11   685 Kelsey Smith           Montana                  3.20m   10-06.00 
 11   412 Terra Schumacher       Stayton Road Run         3.20m   10-06.00 
 11   338 Allison Hedges         Seattle Pacific          3.20m   10-06.00 
 11   658 Tiara Krismunando      Hawaii                   3.20m   10-06.00 
 11   872 Cara Dockins           W. Washington            3.20m   10-06.00 
 11   794 Kim Rawkins            Victoria Track a         3.20m   10-06.00 
 11   480 Carrie Hauck           Unattached               3.20m   10-06.00 
 11   332 Monica Anderson        Seattle Pacific          3.20m   10-06.00 
 19   208 Holly Davis            Mountain View HS         3.05m   10-00.00 
 19   663 Candace Rosenthal      Hawaii                   3.05m   10-00.00 
 19   793 hayley falkins         Victoria Track a         3.05m   10-00.00 
 19   779 Leanne Hildenbrand     Valley Royals PS         3.05m   10-00.00 
 19    57 LaTrica Bollier        Clackamas CC             3.05m   10-00.00 
 24   483 McKenna Hering         Unattached               2.90m    9-06.25 
 24   833 Danielle Smith         Western Oregon           2.90m    9-06.25 
 24   780 Ester Kamphuis         Valley Royals PS         2.90m    9-06.25 
 27   867 Camille Clarke         W. Washington            2.75m    9-00.25 
 27   492 Sophia McCloy          Unattached               2.75m    9-00.25 
 29   269 eliza christie         Pacific club             2.60m    8-06.25 
 29   461 Anja Bergmann          Unattached               2.60m    8-06.25 
 29   431 Kaycee Foster          Team Montana             2.60m    8-06.25 
 32   792 jasmin chana           Victoria Track a         2.30m    7-06.50 
 --   884 Julie Stone            W. Washington               NH            
 --   656 Patricia Gauthier      Hawaii                      NH            
 --   941 Carly Dockendorf       Unattached                  NH            
 --   504 Donna Schultz          Unattached                  NH            
 --   665 Jessica Trujillo       Hawaii                      NH            
 --   668 Samantha Weaver        Hawaii                      NH            
 --   940 Pam Trautman           Unattached                  NH            




    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   876 Jackie McCall          W. Washington            4.78m   15-08.25 
      4.76m  4.78m  4.63m            
  2    24 Britany Hood           Central Wash             4.60m   15-01.25 
      4.60m  FOUL  4.49m            
  3    83 Theresah Banful        Concordia (Or)           4.34m   14-03.00 
      4.34m  4.18m  4.29m            
  4   133 Julia Salvodelli       Kajaks T&F               4.32m   14-02.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  4.32m           
  5   131 Nati Chan              Kajaks T&F               4.30m   14-01.25 
      FOUL  4.13m  4.30m            
  6   275 Rebecca Lewis          Pacific Lutheran         3.90m   12-09.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  3.90m            
 --   378 Tiffany Lee            Seattle U.                FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
Flight  2  
  1   319 Antonia Diamond        San Francisco St         5.21m   17-01.25 
      4.94m  4.91m  5.21m  5.14m  5.07m  5.16m
  1   321 Tatiana Harris         San Francisco St         5.21m   17-01.25 
      4.94m  5.21m  4.82m  4.52m  4.20m  4.61m
  3   335 Linda Blake            Seattle Pacific          5.12m   16-09.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  5.12m            
  4   206 Amanda Baker           Mountain View HS         4.83m   15-10.25 
      FOUL  4.62m  4.83m            
  5   322 Heather Janovetz       San Francisco St         4.78m   15-08.25 
      FOUL  4.78m  4.61m            
  6   880 Lydia Morrison         W. Washington            4.71m   15-05.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  4.71m            
  7    17 Haley Amos             Central Wash             4.60m   15-01.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  4.60m            
  8   258 Hayley McGinn          Pac. Athletics           4.51m   14-09.75 
      4.46m  4.51m  4.37m            
  9   866 Heather Butler         W. Washington            4.46m   14-07.75 
      4.45m  4.46m  4.44m            
 --   328 Kristen Para           San Francisco St          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
Flight  3  
  1   664 Emily Sheppard         Hawaii                   5.51m   18-01.00 
      5.32m  5.26m  4.99m  5.51m  5.45m  4.98m
  2   506 Brittany Smith         Unattached               5.22m   17-01.50 
      FOUL  5.11m  5.22m  5.09m  FOUL  4.93m
  3    11 Candace Missouri       Camas Xpress             5.20m   17-00.75 
      4.94m  5.20m  4.72m            
  4   879 Christy Miller         W. Washington            5.18m   17-00.00 
      5.18m  4.86m  5.09m            
  5   830 Jacque Postlewaite     Western Oregon           5.16m   16-11.25 
      FOUL  5.09m  5.16m            
  6   818 Nini Callan            Western Oregon           5.09m   16-08.50 
      4.76m  4.68m  5.09m            
  6   294 Christina Middlebu     Portland TC              5.09m   16-08.50 
      FOUL  5.09m  FOUL            
  8   831 Sarajane Rosenberg     Western Oregon           5.00m   16-05.00 
      4.94m  5.00m  4.84m            
  9   256 Claire Donner          Pac. Athletics           4.99m   16-04.50 
      4.69m  4.99m  4.79m            
 10   394 Cassidy Daniels        South Albany Hig         4.48m   14-08.50 
      4.48m  4.45m  4.43m            
 11   816 Sarah Barker           Western Oregon           4.06m   13-04.00 
      4.06m  FOUL  FOUL           
Flight  4  
  1   489 Amirah karim           Unattached               5.44m   17-10.25 
      5.44m  5.43m  5.16m  5.41m  5.26m  5.28m
  2   823 Bridget Johnson        Western Oregon           5.41m   17-09.00 
      5.29m  5.33m  5.41m  PASS  PASS  PASS
  3   674 Bailey Cox             Montana                  5.40m   17-08.75 
      5.40m  5.29m  5.36m  FOUL  5.22m  5.27m
  4   671 Amber Aikins           Montana                  5.38m   17-08.00 
      4.98m  5.38m  5.19m  4.71m  FOUL  FOUL
  5   336 Kelsey Cooley          Seattle Pacific          5.34m   17-06.25 
      5.34m  5.28m  5.31m  5.21m  FOUL  FOUL
  6   478 Janet Gratton          Unattached               5.11m   16-09.25 
      4.98m  4.73m  5.11m            
  7   657 Mallory Gilbert        Hawaii                   5.06m   16-07.25 
      4.95m  5.06m  4.92m            
  8   747 Risa Allen             Puget Sound              4.97m   16-03.75 
      4.97m  4.92m  4.93m            
  9    35 Anjuli Spear           Central Wash             4.73m   15-06.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  4.73m            
 10   440 Jenna Nestman          U-British Columb         4.69m   15-04.75 
      4.03m  4.69m  4.35m            
 --   661 Kendra Monroe          Hawaii                    FOUL            




    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
Flight  1  
  1    32 Bree Renzetti          Central Wash            11.36m   37-03.25 
      10.92m  11.36m  PASS           
  2    20 Alicia Edwards         Central Wash            11.17m   36-07.75 
      10.24m  9.95m  11.17m           
  3   372 ShaTanya Fernandez     Seattle U.              11.13m   36-06.25 
      9.74m  10.96m  11.13m           
  4   625 Ella Johnstone         British Columbia        10.62m   34-10.25 
      10.33m  10.62m  10.20m           
  5   272 Taylor Hacker          Pacific Lutheran        10.02m   32-10.50 
      9.80m  10.02m  PASS            
  6   467 Alisha Carter Brow     Unattached               9.99m   32-09.50 
      9.74m  9.99m  8.72m           
  7   713 Jackie Eskeberg        Portland                 9.89m   32-05.50 
      9.58m  9.71m  9.89m           
  8   376 Kahlia Keita           Seattle U.               8.72m   28-07.50 
      8.16m  8.72m  8.52m           
Flight  2  
  1    85 Annie Hess             Concordia (Or)          12.93m   42-05.25 
      11.82m  11.77m  12.60m  12.93m  12.21m  12.66m
  2   818 Nini Callan            Western Oregon          11.96m   39-03.00 
      11.12m  11.24m  11.96m  11.14m  11.12m  11.26m
  3    28 Rebecca Lindquist      Central Wash            11.83m   38-09.75 
      11.83m  PASS  PASS           
  3   662 Novelle Murray         Hawaii                  11.83m   38-09.75 
      PASS  PASS  11.83m           
  5    86 Katie Rice             Concordia (Or)          11.59m   38-00.25 
      11.59m  PASS  11.34m           
  6   819 Sabrina Freed          Western Oregon          11.49m   37-08.50 
      11.26m  11.47m  11.49m           
  7   279 Emily Sasse            Pacific Lutheran        10.97m   36-00.00 
      9.84m  10.43m  10.97m           
  8   485 Emily Jacobsen         Unattached              10.73m   35-02.50 
      10.73m  PASS  10.36m           
  9   273 Sarah Knutson          Pacific Lutheran        10.64m   34-11.00 
      9.39m  10.26m  10.64m           
 10   817 Haley Buckbee          Western Oregon           9.83m   32-03.00 
      9.83m  9.26m  9.42m           
Flight  3  
  1   669 Annett Wichmann        Hawaii                  13.66m   44-09.75 
      13.33m  12.77m  13.34m  PASS  13.66m  13.44m
  2   667 Meghan Weaver          Hawaii                  13.56m   44-06.00 
      13.56m  PASS  13.12m  PASS  12.80m  PASS
  3    36 Krissy Tandle          Central Wash            12.85m   42-02.00 
      PASS  12.45m  12.43m  12.53m  12.85m  12.79m
  4   395 Mozell Evenhus         South Albany Hig        12.53m   41-01.50 
      11.53m  12.18m  11.91m  11.48m  11.21m  12.53m
  5   325 Lisa Mausia            San Francisco St        12.37m   40-07.00 
      11.68m  12.37m  11.86m  12.00m  11.94m  11.83m
  6   158 Danielle Bielenber     Linfield College        12.34m   40-06.00 
      11.49m  12.34m  PASS  PASS  PASS  PASS
  7   654 Nicole Awaa            Hawaii                  12.22m   40-01.25 
      PASS  10.66m  11.96m  12.22m  PASS  11.66m
  8   835 Alicia VanderVelde     Western Oregon          12.04m   39-06.00 
      10.58m  11.77m  12.04m  11.58m  11.40m  11.96m
  9   675 Abbey Effertz          Montana                 11.89m   39-00.25 
      11.77m  PASS  11.89m           
 10   159 Joni Claypool          Linfield College        11.52m   37-09.50 
      11.52m  11.42m  PASS           
 11   809 Ann-Erica Whitemar     Warner Pacific          11.29m   37-00.50 
      PASS  11.29m  PASS           
 Boys 60 Meter Hurdles
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   547 Brandon Graef          Unattached                8.70  
  2   263 Mark Chenery           Pac. Athletics            8.78  
  3   561 Stephone Jordan        Unattached                9.08  
  4   443 Reid Gustavson         U-British Columb          9.10  
Section  2  
  1   406 Preston Borth          Sotg                      9.17  
  2   420 Dylan Wells            Stayton Road Run          9.47  




    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
Flight  1  
  1   111 Cameron Elisara        Ferris TC               18.22m   59-09.50 
  2   331 Korion Morris          Seatown Express         17.31m   56-09.50 
  3   552 Logan Harding          Unattached              14.12m   46-04.00 
  4   107 Andrew Matschiner      Crusader Harrier        13.90m   45-07.25 
  5   443 Reid Gustavson         U-British Columb        13.21m   43-04.25 
  6   139 Joseph Malabuyoc       Kajaks T&F              11.52m   37-09.50 
  7   134 Trevor Dueckman        Kajaks T&F              10.20m   33-05.75 
  8   118 Meraf Geberehiwot      Garfield TC              9.49m   31-01.75 
 
Men 60 Meter Dash
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   638 Ira Thompson           British Columbia          7.19  
  2   414 Dan Cauley             Stayton Road Run          7.20  
  3   561 Stephone Jordan        Unattached                7.46  
  4   602 W. Zachary Smith       Unattached                7.68  
  5   557 Matthew Hulse          Unattached                7.71  
  6   180 Reese Smith            McKay High Schoo          8.09  
Section  2  
  1   211 Ashton Eaton           Mountain View HS          7.10  
  2   173 Ryan Bailey            McKay High Schoo          7.17  
  3    13 Ryan Hamilton          Camas Xpress              7.19  
  4   157 Jordan Polk            Lincoln TC                7.33  
  5   519 Phillip Bennett        Unattached                7.59  
  6   547 Brandon Graef          Unattached                7.62  
Section  3  
  1   165 John Torsey            Linfield College          7.24  
  2   103 Aaron Joesph           Coq. Cheetahs             7.29  
  3   845 Greg Coleman           Western Oregon            7.36  
  4   416 Brad Lackner           Stayton Road Run          7.66  
  5   586 Douglas Purcell        Unattached                7.69  
  6   607 Luke Thomas            Unattached                7.76  
Section  4  
  1   598 Marlon Shirley         Unattached                7.31  
  2   515 Bobby Alexander        Unattached                7.34  
  3   852 Matt Jirges            Western Oregon            7.34  
  4   903 Mike Khabibulin        W. Washington             7.35  
  5   862 Tyler Wilson           Western Oregon            7.41  
  6   226 Jason Hatcher          Northwest U.              7.80  
Section  5  
  2   696 Jefferson Heidlebe     Montana                   7.12  
  3   444 Joel Halcro            U-British Columb          7.22  
  4   409 Keynan Parker          St.. Thomas More          7.40  
  5    52 Cameron Sloan          Central Wash              7.50  
  6   436 Jay Bello              Team Planet Fitn          7.71  
Section  6  
  1   438 Eric Dahl              Team XO                   7.02  
  2   233 Kevin Lim              NorWesters                7.12  
  3   787 Micheal Shum           Valley Royals PS          7.41  
  4   437 Cody Low               Team Planet Fitn          7.48  
  5    70 Sean Kelly             Clackamas CC              7.57  
  6   524 Jamie Cady             Unattached                7.63  
Section  7  
  1   393 Justin Lawrence        S.E.T.A.                  7.22  
  2    50 Matt Rogstad           Central Wash              7.35  
  3   632 Mike Averill           British Columbia          7.45  
  4   121 Geordan Newbill        Garfield TC               7.46  
  5   842 Jason Buckmier         Western Oregon            7.47  
  6   636 Yikwah Penner          British Columbia          7.49  
Section  8  
  1   848 Derek Gitts            Western Oregon            7.33  
  2   447 Joel Newbert           U-British Columb          7.41  
  3    49 Jason Roberts          Central Wash              7.41  
  4   155 King Hearvy            Lincoln TC                7.60  
  5   527 Joshua Carter          Unattached                7.84  
Section  9  
  1   407 Brown Morrey           Sotg                      7.29  
  2   863 Dmitry Zaichenko       Western Oregon            7.35  
  3   380 Garrett Brown          Seattle U.                7.49  
  4   178 Willie Page            McKay High Schoo          7.55  
  5    16 Antonio Sherman        Camas Xpress              7.57  
  6   788 Brandon Strauss        Valley Royals PS          8.02  
Section  10  
  1   127 Ezra John Griffey      Gators                    7.37  
  2   755 Brycen Bye             Puget Sound               7.39  
  3   518 Alex Baldwin           Unattached                7.45  
  4   216 Jeremiah Baker         North Salem               7.46  
  5    41 Nick Collins           Central Wash              7.55  
  6   843 Zach Christopherso     Western Oregon            7.65  
Section  11  
  1   570 Victor Marshall        Unattached                7.27  
  2   800 Nathan Ingrao          Vixmix Track Clu          7.70  
  3   517 Kyle Bailey            Unattached                7.94  
  4   600 Jeff Skiba             Unattached                8.00  
 
Men 200 Meter Dash
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   262 Ray Ardill             Pac. Athletics           22.26  
  2   696 Jefferson Heidlebe     Montana                  22.32  
  3   914 Adam Neff              W. Washington            23.22  
  4   848 Derek Gitts            Western Oregon           23.64  
  5   800 Nathan Ingrao          Vixmix Track Clu         24.08  
Section  2  
  1   638 Ira Thompson           British Columbia         22.09  
  2   444 Joel Halcro            U-British Columb         22.68  
  3   233 Kevin Lim              NorWesters               22.82  
  4   863 Dmitry Zaichenko       Western Oregon           23.24  
  5   858 Cole Samuel            Western Oregon           23.43  
Section  3  
  1    13 Ryan Hamilton          Camas Xpress             22.61  
  2   591 Sam Rucker             Unattached               23.77  
  3   845 Greg Coleman           Western Oregon           23.95  
  4   934 Tim Minks              Western Oregon           24.40  
  5   436 Jay Bello              Team Planet Fitn         25.76  
Section  4  
  1   698 Cody Henning           Montana                  22.49  
  2   929 Dustin Wilson          W. Washington            23.00  
  3   632 Mike Averill           British Columbia         23.53  
  4   852 Matt Jirges            Western Oregon           23.75  
  5   537 brian dotson           Unattached               24.44  
Section  5  
  1   903 Mike Khabibulin        W. Washington            23.51  
  2   814 Anton Stupnitskiy      Warner Pacific           23.64  
  3   907 John Lee               W. Washington            23.75  
  4   103 Aaron Joesph           Coq. Cheetahs            24.19  
  5   178 Willie Page            McKay High Schoo         24.28  
Section  6  
  1   633 Tom Chang              British Columbia         23.41  
  2   113 Anthony Zachary        Ferris TC                23.63  
  3   933 Damon Britton          Western Oregon           23.68  
  4   310 Bryan Gerry            St. Martin's             23.88  
  5   916 Dustin Redding         W. Washington            24.13  
Section  7  
  1   447 Joel Newbert           U-British Columb         23.42  
  2    49 Jason Roberts          Central Wash             23.43  
  3   292 Luke Weinbrecht        Pacific Lutheran         23.45  
  4   842 Jason Buckmier         Western Oregon           23.76  
  5   316 Josh Timmer            St. Martin's             24.27  
Section  8  
  1    91 Jordan Hamblen         Concordia (Or)           23.63  
  2   604 Daniel Sullivan        Unattached               23.92  
  3   557 Matthew Hulse          Unattached               25.01  
  4   589 Tony Reynolds          Unattached               25.64  
  5   309 Brian Daltoso          St. Martin's             26.05  
Section  9  
  1   705 Ryan Senn              Montana                  23.22  
  2   840 Dallas Beaty           Western Oregon           23.29  
  3   101 Andrew Boss            Coq. Cheetahs            24.02  
  4   155 King Hearvy            Lincoln TC               24.09  
  5   578 Adnan Mujic            Unattached               24.17  
Section  10  
  1   407 Brown Morrey           Sotg                     23.48  
  2    46 Mike Kelley            Central Wash             24.02  
  3   283 Daniel Hibbard         Pacific Lutheran         24.46  
  4   417 Steve McClain          Stayton Road Run         24.47  
  5   517 Kyle Bailey            Unattached               25.77  
 
Men 400 Meter Dash
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   266 Gary Reed              Pac. Athletics           48.15  
  2   997 Michael Dols           Unattached               50.27  
  3   366 Eddie Strickler        Seattle Pacific          50.85  
  4   998 Tim Freeman            Washington               50.89  
Section  2  
  1   914 Adam Neff              W. Washington            49.95  
  2   840 Dallas Beaty           Western Oregon           50.22  
  3    91 Jordan Hamblen         Concordia (Or)           50.84  
  4   858 Cole Samuel            Western Oregon           51.39  
  5   574 Chris Michels          Unattached               51.73  
Section  3  
  1   268 Nick Vaartnou          Pac. Athletics           50.56  
  2   814 Anton Stupnitskiy      Warner Pacific           50.85  
  3   163 Mike Killgore          Linfield College         52.43  
  4   548 Andy Green             Unattached               54.82  
Section  4  
  1   391 Adam Demmings          S.E.T.A.                 50.70  
  2   631 Stuart Allestar        British Columbia         50.98  
  3    74 Brad Pacholl           Clackamas CC             51.18  
  4   114 James McGrath          Unattached               51.30  
  5    45 Andy Gundel            Central Wash             54.06  
Section  5  
  1   705 Ryan Senn              Montana                  51.23  
  2    66 Josh Gehl              Clackamas CC             52.07  
  3   907 John Lee               W. Washington            52.08  
  4   558 J. Jackson             Unattached               54.09  
  5   932 Steve Stoller          Wilsonville              56.31  
Section  6  
  1   315 Caleb Timmer           St. Martin's             52.16  
  2   310 Bryan Gerry            St. Martin's             52.61  
  3   227 Jerome Inge            Northwest U.             53.18  
  4   112 Joey Roberts           Ferris TC                53.23  
  5   105 Matt Willcox           Coq. Cheetahs            54.00  
Section  7  
  1   217 Kyle Wheeler           North Salem              51.68  
  2   766 Matt Vanni             Puget Sound              53.29  
  3    69 Mike Jenkins           Clackamas CC             53.59  
  4   635 David Gartner          British Columbia         53.81  
Section  8  
  1   900 Jeremy Jasman          W. Washington            53.65  
  2   544 Evan Fuller            Unattached               54.02  
  3   539 sean edmunds           Unattached               56.61  
Section  9  
  1   913 Kevin Myhre            W. Washington            53.40  
  2   535 Kenneth Davis          Unattached               53.96  
  3   228 Brooks Josephson       Northwest U.             54.84  
  4   267 Jeff Tanaka            Pac. Athletics           57.24  
Section  10  
  1   916 Dustin Redding         W. Washington            52.85  
  2   853 Brenden Kirchner       Western Oregon           53.25  
  3   264 Curtis Holt            Pac. Athletics           59.58  
 
Men 1 Mile Run
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   455 Andrew Fuller          U-Spokane CC           4:14.02  
  2   358 Brian Cronrath         Seattle Pacific        4:14.41  
  3   388 Robert Renninger       Seattle U.             4:15.70  
  4   692 Dennis Brands          Montana                4:16.43  
  5   313 John Riak              St. Martin's           4:16.50  
  6   360 Doug Gibson            Seattle Pacific        4:20.13  
  7   733 Nate Appel             Portland               4:20.87  
  8   149 Ben Frisbee            Legs and Lungs         4:22.04  
  9   925 Anthony Tomsich        W. Washington          4:24.30  
 10   697 Duncan Hendrick        Montana                4:24.84  
 11   691 Dan Bingham            Montana                4:25.09  
 12   400 Rick Bogatay           Spokane CC             4:25.12  
 13   736 Trevor Coolidge        Portland               4:26.52  
 14   359 Michael Gavareski      Seattle Pacific        4:27.32  
 15   549 Zack Gussin            Unattached             4:29.73  
 16     3 Kevin Paulk            Bowerman AC            4:33.42  
 17   902 Alex Jones             W. Washington          4:36.02  
 18   571 Nathan Mathabane       Unattached             4:37.45  
 19   759 Graham Klag            Puget Sound            4:46.00  
Section  2  
  1   520 Isak Bergman           Unattached             4:24.34  
  2   738 Jeff Gill              Portland               4:25.62  
  3   528 Scott Cary             Unattached             4:28.29  
  4    78 Trevor Snook           Clackamas CC           4:29.49  
  5    39 Geoff Anderson         Central Wash           4:30.65  
  6   154 Aaron Anderson         Lincoln TC             4:30.75  
  7   889 Sam Bedell             W. Washington          4:32.89  
  8   425 David Bondi            Team Alaska TC         4:34.29  
  9   910 Cale McCulloch         W. Washington          4:34.55  
 10   581 Alexander Pempe        Unattached             4:34.74  
 11   140 Jordan Mara            Kajaks T&F             4:35.54  
 12   888 Josh Beck              W. Washington          4:37.87  
 13   137 Spencer Jackson        Kajaks T&F             4:45.71  
 14   317 Robbie Wilbur          St. Martin's           4:47.58  
 15   286 Ben Johnson            Pacific Lutheran       4:48.94  
 16   136 Paul Hegele            Kajaks T&F             4:52.34  
 17   135 Alex Green             Kajaks T&F             4:52.72  
 18   138 Andrew Lee             Kajaks T&F             4:54.33  
Section  3  
  1   525 Sage Canaday           Unattached             4:22.48  
  2   742 Derek Mandell          Portland               4:28.09  
  3   156 Matt Parker            Lincoln TC             4:37.55  
  4   594 Brian Schultz          Unattached             4:37.92  
  5   166 Kevin Oberholser       Lost Boys              4:38.30  
  6   605 Bevan Taylor           Unattached             4:39.86  
  7    77 Justin Schenck         Clackamas CC           4:41.59  
  8   596 David Sherman          Unattached             4:41.77  
  9   572 larry mclaughlin       Unattached             4:42.07  
 10    72 Craig MacLean          Clackamas CC           4:43.12  
 11   584 John Phillips          Unattached             4:46.23  
 12   773 Craig Tipping          U. of Victoria         4:47.06  
 13   580 John Paden             Unattached             4:48.56  
 14   567 Greg Lindstrom         Unattached             4:52.13  
 15   568 Alex Looi              Unattached             4:52.29  
 16   562 Matthew Kelly          Unattached             4:53.12  
 17   555 Nick Holt              Unattached             4:56.67  
 18   314 Rich Thomas            St. Martin's           5:00.33  
 19   612 Parker Weide           Unattached             5:00.84  
 20   588 Grayson Reim           Unattached             5:12.74  
 21   579 Chase Neill            Unattached             5:22.27  
 22   175 Zach Jabin             McKay High Schoo       5:24.60  
 
Men 800 Meter Run
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   265 Trevor O'Brien         Pac. Athletics         1:52.89  
  2   390 Nectaly Barbossa       S.E.T.A.               1:53.26  
  3   392 Ryan Johnson           S.E.T.A.               1:54.71  
  4   891 Sam Brancheau          W. Washington          1:55.80  
  5   641 Geoff Kerr             U. Calgary             1:57.64  
  6    92 Martin Romero-Clar     Concordia (Or)         1:58.59  
  7   368 Ryan Styrk             Seattle Prep           1:59.09  
  8   838 Troy Banker            Western Oregon         2:01.98  
  9   637 Will Stewart           British Columbia       2:07.15  
 10   803 Matt Romey             Vixmix Track Clu       2:08.44  
Section  2  
  1   402 Blake Harmon           Spokane CC             1:56.86  
  2   454 Cordero Cisneros       U-Spokane CC           1:57.90  
  3   382 Nicholas Dols          Seattle U.             1:57.98  
  4   313 John Riak              St. Martin's           1:58.18  
  5   453 Ryan Dorsey            U-Northwest U.         1:58.63  
  6   358 Brian Cronrath         Seattle Pacific        1:58.97  
  7   905 Kyle Lampi             W. Washington          2:00.27  
  8    43 Sean Doyle             Central Wash           2:00.56  
  9   366 Eddie Strickler        Seattle Pacific        2:02.29  
 10   231 Gabe Molinaro          Northwest U.           2:03.82  
 11   114 James McGrath          Unattached             2:09.68  
 12   385 Peter Heitzinger       Seattle U.             2:16.18  
Section  3  
  1   813 Curt Lockard           Warner Pacific         1:57.68  
  2   771 Micheal Davidson       U. of Victoria         1:59.16  
  3   367 Mike Zetterberg        Seattle Pacific        1:59.30  
  4    64 Josh Cobb              Clackamas CC           1:59.48  
  5   770 Tyler Cocker           U. of Victoria         2:00.51  
  6    93 Tyson Stuart           Concordia (Or)         2:01.05  
  7   889 Sam Bedell             W. Washington          2:01.29  
  8    42 Corey Cronkhite        Central Wash           2:02.98  
  9   425 David Bondi            Team Alaska TC         2:03.26  
 10   359 Michael Gavareski      Seattle Pacific        2:03.61  
 11   362 Shane Lucey            Seattle Pacific        2:06.39  
 12   285 Benjamin Hollander     Pacific Lutheran       2:06.57  
 13   384 Nathan Heitzinger      Seattle U.             2:07.62  
Section  4  
  1   573 Ryan McLaughlin        Unattached             2:00.88  
  2   860 Josh Vrendenburg       Western Oregon         2:02.00  
  3   523 Mark Burke             Unattached             2:02.68  
  4   104 Thomas Overs           Coq. Cheetahs          2:03.46  
  5   108 Elijah Greer           Dare to Dream          2:05.11  
  6   906 Cory Lampshire         W. Washington          2:05.56  
  7   363 Ryan Phillips          Seattle Pacific        2:06.61  
  8   902 Alex Jones             W. Washington          2:07.00  
  9   921 Cody Serdar            W. Washington          2:08.29  
 10   230 Jordan Klein           Northwest U.           2:12.87  
 11   559 Brandon Jacobs         Unattached             2:13.25  
 12   597 Michael Sherman        Unattached             2:13.64  
 
Men 3000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1   651 Stephen Pifer          Colorado               7:59.32  
  2   652 Bret Schoolmeester     Colorado               8:14.67  
  3   449 Austin Baillie         U-Colorado             8:14.95  
  4   646 Erik Heinonen          Colorado               8:16.28  
  5   647 Pete Janson            Colorado               8:20.18  
  6   645 Payton Batliner        Colorado               8:23.16  
  7   810 Kalen Abbott           Warner Pacific         8:23.95  
  8   650 Chris Pannone          Colorado               8:29.29  
  9   744 Brendan Robinson       Portland               8:36.77  
 10   734 Steven Ault            Portland               8:39.97  
 11   649 Kenyon Neuman          Colorado               8:41.99  
 12   690 Zach Betz              Montana                8:44.19  
 13   457 Will Kimball           U-Team Alaska Tr       8:45.30  
 14   699 Eli Hermann            Montana                8:50.03  
 15   162 Justin Brandt          Linfield College       8:53.05  
 16   745 Rob Schlegel           Portland               8:56.38  
 17    87 Tim Badley             Concordia (Or)         8:57.61  
 18   741 JT Lehman              Portland               8:59.83  
 19    65 Justin Culver          Clackamas CC           9:01.35  
 20   764 Kota Reichert          Puget Sound            9:02.92  
 21   772 Sean Mangan            U. of Victoria         9:09.79  
 22   637 Will Stewart           British Columbia       9:17.00  
 23   458 Myke Labelle           U-U. of Victoria       9:24.71  
Section  2  
  1   908 Keith Lemay            W. Washington          8:48.64  
  2   456 Joseph Alward          U-Team Alaska Tr       8:50.11  
  3     9 Mark Furlong           Calgary Spartans       8:52.50  
  4   356 Bjorn Bostrom          Seattle Pacific        8:54.22  
  5    94 Daniel Valdez          Concordia (Or)         8:54.77  
  6   398 Kyle Anderson          Spokane CC             8:55.10  
  7   920 Logan Senrud           W. Washington          8:55.14  
  8   763 Dan Pollard            Puget Sound            8:59.16  
  9   148 Nick Welch             Lakeside               9:01.11  
 10   739 Andrew Gorder          Portland               9:02.19  
 11   232 Leonard Randall        Northwest U.           9:02.84  
 12   898 Keever Henry           W. Washington          9:03.01  
 13   408 Ryan Gallagher         Src                    9:03.64  
 14   384 Nathan Heitzinger      Seattle U.             9:04.68  
 15   740 Corey Hansen           Portland               9:05.62  
 16   617 Eric Zeuthen           Unattached             9:08.89  
 17   564 Trevor Kulvi           Unattached             9:12.33  
 18   106 Robbie Maletis         Crusader Harrier       9:13.68  
 19   847 Bryan Dibos            Western Oregon         9:14.52  
 20   308 Tristan Beach          St. Martin's           9:16.23  
 21   922 Michael Stewart        W. Washington          9:17.23  
 22   904 Greg Kubitz            W. Washington          9:17.95  
 23   894 Peter Ellis            W. Washington          9:22.27  
 24   587 Garrett Reim           Unattached             9:26.96  
 25   418 Dave Rannabargar       Stayton Road Run       9:27.49  
 26   946 Cameron Kuntz          British Columbia       9:28.41  
 27   923 James Sundquist        W. Washington          9:33.97  
 --   846 Cary Costa             Western Oregon             DNF  
 Men 60 Meter Hurdles
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1    44 Robert Edwards         Central Wash              8.47  
  2   702 Matt Larson            Montana                   8.48  
  3   916 Dustin Redding         W. Washington             8.84  
  4   634 Aaron Dixon            British Columbia          9.20  
Section  2  
  1   844 Lee Clarkson           Western Oregon            8.72  
  2    73 Lucas Ohmes            Clackamas CC              8.75  
  3   912 Brandon Myers          W. Washington             9.06  
  4   913 Kevin Myhre            W. Washington             9.14  
  5    67 Clayton Herman         Clackamas CC              9.50  
Section  3  
  1    68 Chris Hoppie           Clackamas CC              9.43  
  2   811 Ernie Aguilar          Warner Pacific            9.70  
  3   355 Phillip Bayley         Seattle Pacific          10.00  
 
Men 4x400 Meter Relay
=======================================================================
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Section  1  
  1 Self Esteem Through Athletics  'A'                  3:23.06  
     1) 393 Justin Lawrence             2) 390 Nectaly Barbossa           
     3) 392 Ryan Johnson                4) 391 Adam Demmings              
  2 Central Washington University  'A'                  3:30.86  
     1) 43 Sean Doyle                   2) 46 Mike Kelley                 
     3) 54 Charles Velasquez            4) 55 Cresap Watson               
  3 Western Washington University  'B'                  3:40.06  
     1) 889 Sam Bedell                  2) 891 Sam Brancheau              
     3) 905 Kyle Lampi                  4) 921 Cody Serdar                
  4 Northwest University  'A'                           3:43.08  
     1) 227 Jerome Inge                 2) 230 Jordan Klein               
     3) 228 Brooks Josephson            4) 231 Gabe Molinaro              
  5 Coquitlam Cheetahs T&F  'A'                         3:44.60  
     1) 102 Dwight Gould                2) 101 Andrew Boss                
     3) 104 Thomas Overs                4) 105 Matt Willcox               
Section  2  
  1 Central Washington University  'B'                  3:35.66  
     1) 45 Andy Gundel                  2) 42 Corey Cronkhite             
     3) 49 Jason Roberts                4) 50 Matt Rogstad                
  2 Pacific Lutheran University  'A'                    3:37.72  
     1) 288 Mark Manske                 2) 290 Nick Page                  
     3) 282 Neil Colombini              4) 292 Luke Weinbrecht            
  3 Warner Pacific College  'A'                         3:37.74  
     1) 814 Anton Stupnitskiy           2) 811 Ernie Aguilar              
     3) 812 Jason Aiken                 4) 813 Curt Lockard               
  4 Saint Martin's University  'A'                      3:40.29  
     1) 310 Bryan Gerry                 2) 315 Caleb Timmer               
     3) 317 Robbie Wilbur               4) 309 Brian Daltoso              
Section  3  
  1 Garfield TC  'A'                                    3:53.46  
     1) 117 Devlin Dinish               2) 121 Geordan Newbill            
     3) 122 Shircho Sherk               4) 120 Tyler Morgan               
  2 Saint Martin's University  'B'                      3:58.43  
     1) 313 John Riak                   2) 316 Josh Timmer                




    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
Flight  1  
  1    55 Cresap Watson          Central Wash             2.08m    6-09.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.04 2.08 2.11 
        O   XO   XO    O   XO    O  XXX 
  2   695 Ryan Grinnell          Montana                  2.00m    6-06.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.04 
        O   XO  XXO    O  XXO  XXX 
  3   912 Brandon Myers          W. Washington            1.95m    6-04.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 
       XO    O   XX    O  XXX 
  3   516 Trent Arrivey          Unattached               1.95m    6-04.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 
        O    O   XO  XXX 
  5   930 Jeff Word              W. Washington            1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 
        O  XXO  XXX 
  5    40 Cameron Bailey         Central Wash             1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 
        O    O  XXX 
  5   856 Jeremy Parker          Western Oregon           1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 
      XXO    O  XXX 
  5   897 Peter Geist            W. Washington            1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.85 1.90 1.95 
        O  XXO  XXX 
  9    50 Matt Rogstad           Central Wash             1.85m    6-00.75 
     1.80 1.85 1.90 
        O    O  XXX 
  9   737 Danny Cosgrove         Portland                 1.85m    6-00.75 
     1.75 1.80 1.85 1.90 
        O  XXO    O  XXX 
 11   927 James Turner           W. Washington            1.80m    5-10.75 
     1.80 1.85 
      XXO  XXX 
 11   355 Phillip Bayley         Seattle Pacific          1.80m    5-10.75 
     1.75 1.80 1.85 
        O   XO  XXX 
 13   542 Jeremy Erickson        Unattached               1.75m    5-08.75 
     1.70 1.75 1.80 
        O    O  XXX 
 13   212 Justin Hatch           Mountain View HS         1.75m    5-08.75 
     1.70 1.75 1.80 
        O    O  XXX 
 15   615 Caleb Yandell          Unattached               1.70m    5-07.00 
     1.70 1.75 1.80 1.85 
        O    P    P  XXX 
 15   786 Ian Millar             Valley Royals PS         1.70m    5-07.00 
     1.70 1.75 
        O  XXX 
 15   119 Leroy Johnson          Garfield TC              1.70m    5-07.00 
     1.70 1.75 
        O  XXX 
 --   415 Gus Hafner             Stayton Road Run            NH            
1.75
      XXX 
 --   583 matt perrow            Unattached                  NH            
     1.70 1.75 
       XX  XXX 
 --    47 Scott McCoy            Central Wash                NH            
1.75
      XXX 
 --   381 Taylor Choyce          Seattle U.                  NH            
 --   541 Scott Ellis            Unattached                  NH            
1.7




    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   939 Brad Walker            Unattached               5.71m   18-08.75 
  2   575 Andy Miller            Unattached               4.86m   15-11.25 
  3   924 Tyler Thornbrue        W. Washington            4.71m   15-05.50 
  3   917 Scott Romney           W. Washington            4.71m   15-05.50 
  5   556 Dan Holton             Unattached               4.56m   14-11.50 
  5   432 Bobby Biskupiak        Team Montana             4.56m   14-11.50 
  5   926 Charlie Tribe          Unattached               4.56m   14-11.50 
  8    56 Brandon Zueger         Central Wash             4.41m   14-05.50 
  8   919 Kit Schumann           W. Washington            4.41m   14-05.50 
  8   757 Greg Gause             Puget Sound              4.41m   14-05.50 
 11   634 Aaron Dixon            British Columbia         4.26m   13-11.75 
 11   433 Tyler Brown            Team Montana             4.26m   13-11.75 
 11   707 Levi Zell              Montana                  4.26m   13-11.75 
 14   935 Josh Winters           Unattached               4.25m   13-11.25 
 15    47 Scott McCoy            Central Wash             4.11m   13-05.75 
 15   435 Eric Malmstrom         Team Montana             4.11m   13-05.75 
 17   593 Conor Sayers           Unattached               3.96m   12-11.75 
 17  1002 Eric Tannenbaum        Unattached               3.96m   12-11.75 
 17   795 adam steele            Victoria Track a         3.96m   12-11.75 
 20   576 joel miller            Unattached               3.81m   12-06.00 
 20   554 Jack Hippler           Unattached               3.81m   12-06.00 
 20   947 Seth Marshalek         Unattached               3.81m   12-06.00 
 20   756 Nick Cronenwett        Puget Sound              3.81m   12-06.00 
 24   585 Allen Piplovick        Unattached               3.66m   12-00.00 
 24  1003 John Hawkins           Unattached               3.66m   12-00.00 
 24   443 Reid Gustavson         U-British Columb         3.66m   12-00.00 
 27   890 Sean Beitey            W. Washington            3.51m   11-06.25 
 28   545 Alexander Fullerto     Unattached               3.36m   11-00.25 
 28   590 Rick Roll              Unattached               3.36m   11-00.25 
 30   551 Chuck Hammonds         Unattached               3.05m   10-00.00 




    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   602 W. Zachary Smith       Unattached               5.95m   19-06.25 
  2   214 Matt Sturza            Mountain View HS         5.90m   19-04.25 
  3   517 Kyle Bailey            Unattached               5.85m   19-02.50 
  4   600 Jeff Skiba             Unattached               5.84m   19-02.00 
  5   397 Matt Schubert          South Albany Hig         5.71m   18-09.00 
  6   540 john ellis             Unattached               5.62m   18-05.25 
  7   128 Chase King             Gators                   5.49m   18-00.25 
  8   115 Michael Bowman         Garfield TC              5.47m   17-11.50 
  9   577 Greg Moore             Unattached               5.44m   17-10.25 
 10   515 Bobby Alexander        Unattached               5.27m   17-03.50 
 11   174 Quincy Harris          McKay High Schoo         5.26m   17-03.25 
 12   599 Nick Simpson           Unattached               4.56m   14-11.50 
Flight  2  
  1   541 Scott Ellis            Unattached               6.12m   20-01.00 
  2   927 James Turner           W. Washington            6.07m   19-11.00 
  3   799 Pat Fox                Vixmix Track Clu         6.03m   19-09.50 
  4    40 Cameron Bailey         Central Wash             5.97m   19-07.00 
  5   783 Tyson Barkman          Valley Royals PS         5.96m   19-06.75 
  6   157 Jordan Polk            Lincoln TC               5.83m   19-01.50 
  7   861 michael Waller         Western Oregon           5.81m   19-00.75 
  8   546 Christian Goodwin      Unattached               5.79m   19-00.00 
  9    88 DeAndre Burton         Concordia (Or)           5.72m   18-09.25 
 10   804 Jake Seidel            Vixmix Track Clu         5.71m   18-09.00 
 11   212 Justin Hatch           Mountain View HS         5.51m   18-01.00 
Flight  3  
  1   211 Ashton Eaton           Mountain View HS         7.31m   23-11.75 
  2   316 Josh Timmer            St. Martin's             6.63m   21-09.00 
  3   911 Mark Mellein           W. Washington            6.54m   21-05.50 
  4    50 Matt Rogstad           Central Wash             6.43m   21-01.25 
  5   893 Paul Danforth          W. Washington            6.41m   21-00.50 
  6   856 Jeremy Parker          Western Oregon           6.36m   20-10.50 
  7   526 Tim Carrithers         Unattached               6.21m   20-04.50 
  8   912 Brandon Myers          W. Washington            6.19m   20-03.75 
  8   386 Brock Jahner           Seattle U.               6.19m   20-03.75 
 10   611 Anthony Washington     Unattached               5.50m   18-00.50 
Flight  4  
  1    73 Lucas Ohmes            Clackamas CC             6.89m   22-07.25 
  2   805 Anouxa Vixathep        Vixmix Track Clu         6.54m   21-05.50 
  3    41 Nick Collins           Central Wash             6.49m   21-03.50 
  4   616 Charles Young Jr.      Unattached               6.46m   21-02.50 
  5   263 Mark Chenery           Pac. Athletics           6.32m   20-09.00 
  6   621 Aaron Edwards          Unattached Clan          6.26m   20-06.50 
  7   598 Marlon Shirley         Unattached               6.18m   20-03.50 
  8    70 Sean Kelly             Clackamas CC             6.13m   20-01.50 
  9   863 Dmitry Zaichenko       Western Oregon           6.07m   19-11.00 
 10   862 Tyler Wilson           Western Oregon           5.94m   19-06.00 




    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
Flight  1  
  1    90 Derek Furgason         Concordia (Or)          12.43m   40-09.50 
      12.02m  12.43m  12.41m           
  2    51 Evan Ruud              Central Wash            12.39m   40-07.75 
      12.39m  FOUL  11.77m           
  3   289 Colton Oliphant        Pacific Lutheran        12.07m   39-07.25 
      12.00m  12.07m  FOUL           
  4   284 Casey Hill             Pacific Lutheran        11.83m   38-09.75 
      10.62m  11.67m  11.83m           
  5    96 Michael Wright         Concordia (Or)          11.37m   37-03.75 
      11.05m  11.37m  11.14m           
  6   931 John Hawkins           Westvan TF              10.81m   35-05.75 
      10.71m  10.81m  10.80m           
  7   634 Aaron Dixon            British Columbia        10.40m   34-01.50 
      10.40m  10.27m  10.17m           
  8   312 Adam Paczkowski        St. Martin's             9.56m   31-04.50 
      9.47m  9.56m  8.75m           
  9   387 Joe Leigh              Seattle U.               8.92m   29-03.25 
      FOUL  8.92m  8.80m           
 10   383 Kyle Finnegan          Seattle U.               8.42m   27-07.50 
      8.42m  7.99m  8.30m           
Flight  2  
  1    89 Leon Carl              Concordia (Or)          14.04m   46-00.75 
      13.59m  FOUL  13.96m  13.55m  14.04m  13.58m
  2    75 Rhys Perkins           Clackamas CC            13.68m   44-10.75 
      13.47m  FOUL  13.68m  13.08m  FOUL  13.68m
  3   855 Anthony Marin          Western Oregon          13.26m   43-06.00 
      11.61m  13.26m  12.53m           
  3   765 Russ Stanbery          Puget Sound             13.26m   43-06.00 
      12.96m  13.26m  FOUL           
  5   364 Chris Randolph         Seattle Pacific         12.79m   41-11.50 
      12.79m  11.99m  11.91m           
  6   761 Steven Palmer          Puget Sound             12.53m   41-01.50 
      12.53m  12.28m  FOUL           
  7   839 Robert Barrett         Western Oregon          12.52m   41-01.00 
      12.52m  FOUL  FOUL           
  8   389 Nick Shekeryck         Seattle U.              12.47m   40-11.00 
      12.20m  12.47m  12.44m           
 --   851 Brandon Jasmin         Western Oregon            FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
Flight  3  
  1    48 Cameron Neel           Central Wash            16.52m   54-02.50 
      16.52m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  15.90m  FOUL
  2   706 Jimmy Stanton          Montana                 15.26m   50-00.75 
      14.89m  FOUL  15.07m  FOUL  14.55m  15.26m
  3   837 Carlos Aguilar         Western Oregon          15.13m   49-07.75 
      FOUL  15.13m  FOUL  14.91m  14.30m  FOUL
  4    53 Matt Valdez            Central Wash            14.67m   48-01.75 
      13.81m  FOUL  14.23m  13.99m  14.22m  14.67m
  5   693 Jake Gerstenberger     Montana                 14.65m   48-00.75 
      14.38m  14.19m  14.65m  FOUL  FOUL  12.94m
  6   164 Chris Miles            Linfield College        14.63m   48-00.00 
      14.63m  14.16m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  14.04m
  7   287 Michael Johnson        Pacific Lutheran        14.06m   46-01.50 
      13.95m  13.56m  FOUL  FOUL  14.06m  13.62m
  8   229 Luke Kintigh           Northwest U.            11.38m   37-04.00 
      11.12m  10.86m  11.38m            
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